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Abstract: Reaction time (RT) is one of the key factors in combat sports. Its high level is a predictor
of sporting success. Therefore, RT tests are an important diagnostic tool in combat sports. The
implementation of some conventional psychomotor tests in virtual settings can facilitate research
and improve the objectivity and standardization of the measurement procedure. The main aim of
the present study was to evaluate the reliability and validity of RT measurements, using the ruler
drop method (RDM) implemented within immersive virtual reality (VR). Twenty-eight professional
mixed martial arts (MMA) fighters were examined. The validity of the new VR measurement method
was estimated by comparing the results obtained using the computer test and the conventional
catch-the-ruler test. The reliability of the measurements was evaluated using an intraclass correlation
procedure. Analysis of variance was used to examine the differences in RT in MMA fighters obtained
from different tests. Significant correlations were found between the results of measurements in
VR and the results of other tests, with the highest values observed between the tests performed
in a virtual environment and computer-based tests. The values of the ICC intraclass correlation
coefficients for all the reaction time tests conducted in the group of MMA fighters were at an adequate
or high level. The analysis of variance showed that the reaction time of MMA fighters differed
significantly between the tests. In VR and computer-based tests, reaction times were significantly
longer than during conventional RDM measurements. RT did not depend on the hand used during
the test. In conclusion, the VR environment allows for designing and conducting valid reaction time
tests reliably and objectively, using standard testing procedures, while reducing the effect of human
factors on the measurement results.

Keywords: reaction time; immersive virtual reality; VR; MMA; ruler drop method

1. Introduction

Mixed martial arts (MMA) is a sport that has been growing rapidly in popularity in
recent years [1]. Due to the combination of multiple fighting styles, competition takes
place in different planes and positions. Competitors utilize stand-up, clinch, and ground
fighting. MMA uses techniques derived from kickboxing, Muay Thai, wrestling, judo, and
Brazilian jiu-jitsu, among others [2]. The fight consists of three rounds, with each lasting,
depending on the sports skill level, three or five minutes. The exception is championship
fights, which usually consist of five rounds [3]. Various factors affect the results of a bout:
the level of aerobic endurance [4,5], maximum strength, anaerobic capacity [6], or training
experience [7]. Good perception, efficient processing, and choosing the right response
to the opponent’s actions are also of key importance [8,9]. Therefore, a major part of
strength and conditioning programs for people who practice combat sports is focused on
the development of reaction speed [10], which consists of reaction time (RT) and movement
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time (MT). RT is the time it takes to initiate an appropriate response to a stimulus [11]. A
high level of RT allows the athlete to react quickly to the movements of the opponent, a
significant factor affecting the speed of initiation of movements, which impacts sporting
success [12]. In MMA, fighters respond to visual stimuli that depend on their opponent’s
activity and behavior. The fighter must adapt movements as quickly as possible to the
situations occurring during the fight, such as an attack, defense, or counterattack [13].
MMA fighters perform a variety of techniques during a fight. Their success is determined
by the effective use of dominant techniques (accurate hand and leg strikes, takedowns,
and control of the opponent on the ground) while neutralizing the dangerous actions of
the opponent [14,15]. RT affects the effectiveness of offensive and defensive actions in
both ground fighting [16] and stand-up fighting [17]. Athletes characterized by higher
levels of RT are more successful in sports [18]. RT is also a parameter that distinguishes
professional athletes from amateurs or non-athletes [19]. Therefore, accurate and reliable
evaluation of RT is important in controlling training effects in athletes and predicting their
future performance.

There are various methods for evaluating RT. Popular online applications include
Human Benchmark and the Hit-the-Dots Reaction Test [20]. However, these are not the
most accurate testing methods due to the latency of data transmission over the Internet.
RT is also often assessed using Red and Green Light tests [21], which involve reacting or
refraining from reacting, depending on the color of the light presented. In the context of
evaluating the reactions of MMA fighters, it seems that the ruler drop method (RDM) is
more relevant to the specifics of the sport. This test involves catching a ruler (30 cm long,
dropped by the investigator) with the thumb and index finger [22,23]. This is because
athletes involved in combat sports must respond to movement-related stimuli rather than
changes in light color.

However, when comparing RDM to computer-based RT tests, some shortcomings of
this method can be addressed. Unlike a randomized electronic system operating as in the
case of computer-based tests, it is the investigator who drops the ruler and is responsible
for initiating the stimulus. The participant, after several repetitions, can predict the time
when the investigator drops the ruler from his or her hand. Furthermore, the ruler used in
the test is considered a low-precision testing tool (with a measurement accuracy of ±1 cm).
Therefore, the task performed can be considered unreliable as it does not meet the basic
criterion of measurement tests, i.e., objectivity. Objectivity is determined by the degree
of independence of the test results from the investigator and the test procedure. In other
words, the test should be designed in such a way that the investigator does not affect
the results.

The aforementioned problems with RDM can be solved if it is supplemented with a
randomized stimulus generation system and a more precise electronic evaluation system.
This is now possible with immersive virtual reality (VR) technology, an artificially created
environment using information technology, in which a person is deprived of visual and
auditory stimuli of the real world, and instead receives the images, sound, and even tactile
sensations of a simulated world. In recent years, this technology has not only become very
popular, but is also developing extremely rapidly. VR finds its application in various areas
of human life, such as education, military technologies, and entertainment [24]. Its potential
is also being recognized in the context of the possibility of promoting and practicing health-
enhancing physical activity [25–28], use in physical education [29], training of cognitive
functions [30–32], and various applications in sports [33]. Thanks to VR technology, it
is possible to create realistic conditions to participate in various sports. It is possible to
implement exercise accessories and devices into VR and create realistic sports facilities. A
great advantage is also the possibility of training at a time convenient for the user in a small
space, even at home, and with the use of appropriate software, generating an accurate
assessment of training effects. At the same time, it should be noted that the potential of
VR has not yet been fully exploited. For example, gloves and haptic costumes that enable
the reception of tactile stimuli, which is important in sports, are still rarely used. Studies
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conducted over the past few years have shown that exercises in VR can improve fitness
and physical capacity [34,35]. This is possible through special training programs or active
video games (AVGs). Some applications can be used with trainers and ergometers, such as
multidirectional treadmills, cycle ergometers, rowing ergometers, etc. This promotes the
intensity of exercise, deepens immersion, and is positively evaluated by users [26,36–39].
There have also been studies on locomotion analysis in VR [40–42]. Initial attempts are
being made to use a virtual experience for RT evaluation. In a study by Vahle et al. [43],
participants performed a computer-based test in the laboratory room and in an identical
digital copy of the room in a VR environment. The authors yielded similar results for both
environments. This demonstrates the feasibility of implementing standard tests that assess
human cognitive functions in the VR environment. Due to the fact that in the virtual world
the user can perform motor tasks, there is also the possibility of implementing motor tests
in VR, which can be widely used in the diagnosis of athletes. Therefore, there is a need to
create such measurement tools and evaluate their usefulness.

Taking into account all the aforementioned issues, we created a simulation of a virtual
RT examination based on the well-known test used by athletes. The main aim of our study
was to evaluate the reliability and validity of RT measurements using RDM implemented
into VR in MMA fighters, who were considered a representative group of athletes for
various combat sports. It was hypothetically assumed that the reliability of the newly
developed test in VR would be adequate, and its results would correlate with other tests
used to assess RT. Furthermore, an attempt was made to answer the question of whether RT
in MMA fighters differs between the tests (test in VR, computer-based test, catch-the-ruler
test). Furthermore, the reaction times of the athletes were compared between the right and
left upper limbs.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Participants

The study included twenty-eight men who are MMA fighters (age: 26.7 ± 5.3 years;
body mass: 76.8 ± 10.2 kg; body height: 178.9 ± 6.1 cm; training experience: 7.2 ± 3.8 years).
All fighters had participated in at least one professional MMA bout and were right-handed.
The tests were performed at the MMA & Performance training studio in Świętochłowice,
Poland. Participants had to meet the following inclusion criteria: good general health
status (the athletes had valid medical examinations entitling them to participate in sports
competitions), no contraindications to participation in the study (in particular, no motion
sickness, epileptic episodes, sensitivity to flashing lights), no physical limitations (e.g.,
injuries), no intense physical exertion for 12 h preceding the examination, and no use
of medications that could affect reaction time. All athletes were notified of the purpose
and procedure of the tests. The study procedures were reviewed and approved by the
Research Ethics Committee of the Jerzy Kukuczka Academy of Physical Education in
Katowice (protocol #9/2018). All participants took part in the study voluntarily and could
discontinue their participation at any time. The athletes were familiar with VR before the
examination, but none of them declared regular use of the technology. Participants had not
previously used the software employed in the study to assess reaction time.

2.2. Procedure

The Oculus Quest 2 wireless VR headset (Facebook Technologies, LLC. 1 Hacker Way,
Menlo Park, CA 94025, USA), consisting of VR glasses and controllers, was used for virtual
reality projection.

The fighters were tested using the RDM method in a VR environment by following a
procedure temporarily named ‘catch-the-ruler test’. The test was performed in a standing
position. This position was used because, during an MMA fight, the fighters spend the
most time on stand-up fighting [44]. The use of the standing position during RT tests using
RDM has also been recommended in previous studies [45]. Before the main part of the test,
the athletes performed one trial set consisting of 6 repetitions. During the main part, they
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performed three series of 12 repetitions. The ruler was released at randomized intervals
(2–6 s). For each test, the mean reaction time was calculated, with the two extreme values
rejected. The calculated means were used to evaluate test reliability. RT was measured
to the nearest 1 ms, from the moment the ruler began to fall until it was caught by the
athlete. The falling virtual ruler moved downward at an acceleration equal to gravitational
acceleration (9.8 m/s2).

Each study participant received the following instructions: ”Stand up with your arm
extended forward [right or left]. Press the trigger with your index finger, which will bring
the ruler hanging in space closer to your hand. As soon as the ruler begins to fall, press
the trigger with your index finger, which will cause the ruler to stop.” Figure 1 presents a
visualization of the catch-the-ruler test in VR.
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Figure 1. Visualization of the catch-the-ruler test performed by an MMA fighter in VR ((a) starting
point, (b) end point).

To determine the validity of the reaction time test in VR, similar measurements were
made using a conventional computer-based test [46] and a conventional variation of RDM.
The computer-based tests consisted of pressing the appropriate buttons on the computer
keyboard as soon as light stimuli (white squares) appeared on the screen. A simple reaction
test was performed separately for the right and left upper limbs. The participants pressed
the labeled keyboard key with their index finger when a white square appeared at randomly
varying intervals in the center of the screen.

The conventional catch-the-ruler test was performed in a standing position, according
to the commonly accepted methodology [45]. The athletes were instructed to catch a ruler
(50 cm in length), which was dropped by the investigator. During the test, the participant’s
upper limb was flexed at the elbow, and the thumb and index finger were about 5 cm apart
on both sides of the ruler. Catching occurred by joining the thumb and forefingers. The
investigator held the ruler vertically and dropped it, trying not to signal his or her intention.
The ruler was released at randomized intervals (2–6 s) (Figure 2). The result was recorded
in centimeters and then converted to time in milliseconds. The following formula was used
for this purpose: t =

√
2d/g; derived from the formula: d = 1

2 gt2; where: d = distance
in meters, g = acceleration due to gravity = 9.81 m/s2, t = time in seconds [22,45,47]. The
testing procedure for the computer-based tests and the conventional catch-the-ruler test
was the same as that used for RDM in VR.
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2.3. Statistical Analysis

The validity of the test task created in the virtual environment was evaluated using
Pearson correlation analysis. The results obtained using RDM in VR were compared with
the results of the computer-based test and the conventional RDM test. The intraclass
correlation procedure was used to assess the reliability of the measurements [48,49]. Also
used was a 2-factor model with mixed effects, in which the object effects are random,
the position effects are constant, and the intraclass correlation type uses the definition of
absolute agreement. Reliability was assessed for a single measurement, according to the
formula:

ICC (3, 1) =
MSR − MSE

MSR + (k − 1)MSE + k
n (MSC − MSE)

(1)

where MSR—mean sum of squares between objects, MSE—error mean sum of squares,
MSC—mean sum of squares between measurements, n—number of objects, k—number of
repeated measurements of each object. The F test was used to assess the significance of the
intraclass correlation coefficient. Reliability coefficients equal to or greater than 0.90 are
considered very high, 0.80–0.89 are considered high, 0.70–0.79 are considered adequate,
0.60–0.69 are marginal, and 0.59 or lower are considered low [50,51]. The results of reaction
times obtained from the athletes in all tests performed with the right and left upper limbs
were also analyzed. For this purpose, a two-factor analysis of variance was used. The effect
size was calculated with eta square η2.The significance of the differences in results between
the different tests was estimated using Tukey’s post-hoc tests. The level of significance was
set at p < 0.05. The normality of distribution was evaluated using the Shapiro–Wilk test.
Statistical calculations were performed using IBM SPSS Statistics and Statistica software
(StatSoft, Inc., Tulsa, OK, USA).

3. Results

Analysis of the results obtained from MMA fighters in tests performed in VR using
the RDM method and other tests indicated the presence of significant correlations (Table 1).
The highest correlations were observed between tests performed in the virtual environment
and the computer-based tests. For the right hand, the value of the correlation coefficient
was r = 0.767, whereas for the left hand, it was slightly lower (r = 0.683). Correlations
between the other tests were weaker. The values of the correlation coefficients were in
the range of 0.402 ≤ r ≤ 0.474. Significant correlations were also observed between the
results obtained in tests performed with the right and left hand. The largest correlations
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were found for computer-based tests (r = 0.871) and those conducted in VR (r = 0.740).
The lowest correlation between the right and left hands (r = 0.634) was recorded for the
conventional catch-the-ruler test (Table 1).

Table 1. Correlation coefficients of the result of reaction time tests performed by MMA fighters.

Type of Test 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

1. VR RDM (right hand) 0.740 * 0.767 * 0.699 * 0.468 * 0.441 *

2. VR RDM (left hand) 0.676 * 0.683 * 0.374 * 0.474 *

3. Computer-based test (right hand) 0.871 * 0.471 * 0.412 *

4. Computer-based test (left hand) 0.451 * 0.402 *

5. RDM—(right hand) 0.634 *

6. RDM—(left hand)
Notes: VR—virtual reality, RDM—ruler drop method, *, p < 0.05.

The values of the ICC intraclass correlation coefficients for all the reaction time tests
conducted in the group of MMA fighters were at an adequate or high level. Higher
reliability was found (ICC = 0.783) for catching a ruler in VR with the right hand compared
to the test performed with the left hand (ICC = 0.710). An inverse relationship was observed
in computer tests. The intraclass correlation coefficient reached a higher value for the right
hand (ICC = 0.845), while for the left hand, the ICC was ca. 0.800. In the conventional
catch-the-ruler test, higher measurement reliability was found for the RT of the left upper
limb. The intraclass correlation coefficient for the left hand was ICC = 0.852. For the right
hand, it was slightly lower (ICC = 0.734) (Table 2).

Table 2. Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) for reaction time tests performed by MMA fighters.

Type of Test ICC p

VR RDM (right hand) 0.783 0.001

VR RDM (left hand) 0.710 0.001

Computer-based test (right hand) 0.800 0.001

Computer-based test (left hand) 0.845 0.001

RDM—(right hand) 0.734 0.001

RDM—(left hand) 0.852 0.001
Notes: VR—virtual reality, RDM—ruler drop method.

The analysis of variance of the results obtained from MMA fighters in the tests showed
that reaction times [F(2, 26) = 1900.866, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.972] differed significantly depending
on the test. However, a detailed analysis of the results using post-hoc tests demonstrated
that the results of the conventional catch-the-ruler test differed significantly (p < 0.001)
from those obtained in computer-based tests and in VR (Figure 3). It is worth noting that
in the case of conventional RDM, the reactions of MMA fighters were nearly twice as fast.
In contrast, the reaction time of MMA fighters did not depend on the hand they used to
perform the tests [F(1, 27) = 1.361, p = 0.249, η2 = 0.25].
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4. Discussion

Many factors determine success in combat sports, among which are physical fitness,
muscle strength, training experience, tournament previous performance, age, a record of
fights, and mental attitude [52,53]. Darby et al. [54] showed that boxers who placed higher
in the competitions had statistically significantly shorter reaction times than those who
dropped out of the competition earlier. Therefore, RT can be considered a predictor of
future success in boxing competitions, and reaction tests are an important diagnostic tool
in sports involving striking.

For several decades, computer technology has been used to evaluate RT in response to
various stimuli [55]. Computerized tests are standard tools used in research to measure the
time of reaction to visual stimuli. Therefore, the significant correlations found in our study
between the results of tests implemented within VR and computer-based tests demonstrate
the validity of the new tool in assessing simple RT. Based on the classification proposed
by Hinkle et al. [56], the correlation between the results of computer-based and VR tests
should be considered high for the right hand and moderate for the left. It is difficult to
interpret unequivocally the higher values of the correlation coefficient for the right hand.
Perhaps this was due to handedness, as all the athletes were right-handed. Very similar
correlations were observed in a study by Polechoński and Langer [31], in which the authors
compared the results of the tests of simple and complex RT in response to light stimuli in
VR with those obtained in computer-based tests. In the group of combat sports athletes
examined by these researchers, the vast majority declared to be right-handed.

However, the correlations between the results obtained in the virtual catch-the-ruler
test and its conventional variant, despite their statistical significance, were relatively low.
This may be surprising, given the similarity of the assumptions of both tests. Presumably,
the human factor present in the conventional RDM may have played a role, affecting the
objectivity of the measurements.

The results of the present study indicated the adequate measurement reliability of both
the RDM implemented within VR and its conventional version. In all the tests performed,
the ICC was higher than 0.7. Studies by other authors on RDM conducted in real-world
settings also showed similar results [22,23,45]. Therefore, it turns out that RDM can be used
successfully in both real-world and virtual environments. It is worth noting that in our
previous research on the reliability of a similar RT test implemented within VR, we also
yielded promising results [31].
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As it is possible to create reliable reaction tests using VR technology, it is reasonable
to assume that it will also be possible to design tools to reliably diagnose other cognitive
and motor abilities. Furthermore, new programs and simulators developed in VR offer
new forms of training. They open up unprecedented opportunities in athlete training by
controlling the perceptual inputs, measuring the kinematic-based outputs, measuring how
the athlete interacts with the created environment, and providing concurrent audio-visual-
haptic feedback [57]. There are also more and more applications for learning movement.
These applications use virtual reality technology to create simulations of various sports or
physical exercises, allowing the user to exercise in near-real-life conditions and improve
their movement technique. Some applications for learning movement also offer additional
functions, such as a virtual trainer or analysis of data collected during exercises, which
allows for ongoing assessment of progress and identification of possible weak points. In
general, VR applications for learning movement are an interesting and effective tool for
people who want to improve their physical fitness and technique in various sports. There
is no doubt that VR-based technology will be widely used in the training of various sports
in the near future.

The analyses also included comparisons of the RT values obtained from MMA fighters
in the tests. No statistically significant differences were observed between the results of
the VR and computer-based tests, although the athletes reacted slightly faster during the
computer keyboard tests. This may be due to the latency of the data transfer, as in the case
of the computer tests, athletes pressed a key on a keyboard connected to the computer
via a cable, while the tests in VR used controllers that connected to the HMD Oculus
Quest 2 via wireless technology. The use of a wireless connection may have lengthened
the transmission of signals, thus leading to longer reaction times recorded in VR. Vahle
et al. [43], who compared the results of RT-based cognitive performance tests in VR and
computer-based tests in real life (RL), also found no significant differences between the
tests. However, a detailed analysis of the results showed significant differences in RT
between standard ruler catching and the computer-based test or those in VR. Surprisingly,
the reaction of MMA fighters was almost twice as fast in the conventional RDM test
compared to the other tests. This was probably due to the aforementioned human factor
present in this test, which could have affected measurement objectivity, resulting from the
methodology used. While looking at the ruler, the athletes performing the test also watched
the investigator. Therefore, they could, based on the investigator’s facial expressions and
behavior, observe subtle body movements or muscular tension/relaxation preceding the
start of the test and anticipate the moment the ruler was dropped. Such anticipation
seems to have been confirmed by previous studies. Del Rossi [58], who compared the
reaction time results using the RDM method with studies by previous authors [59–62],
noted significant discrepancies due to methodological differences in conducting the test.
One of them was the visualization of the ruler, which in Del Rossi’s study, was hidden from
the participant by suspending it vertically in a polyvinyl chloride (PVC) tube to reduce the
anticipation of the instant it would be released; in the other studies, the ruler was visible to
the participants. There were also differences in the distance of the initial position of the
ruler from the participants’ fingers, the thickness of the ruler, and the position taken by
the participant. In a study by Del Rossi, participants achieved RTs of 241.6 ms, while in
studies by other authors with a visible ruler, results ranged from 176.19 to 196.94 ms [63].
This illustrates how much the result is affected by the way the ruler is visualized.

The implementation of the RDM method within VR allows the user to be tested ac-
cording to an objective and standardized test procedure, isolated from interfering external
stimuli, and prevents the anticipation of the ruler movement. According to Neumann
et al. [64], another advantage of VR technology is that the functions of the virtual envi-
ronment can be controlled in a precise and reproducible way. The application used in our
research is simple and intuitive for users. During the execution of the tests, the athletes
did not report any problems with the operation of the testing program. They used the
application’s interface without any difficulties, and no intervention from the investigator
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was required. Therefore, the measurements were completely independent of the investi-
gator and can be considered objective. It should also be noted that the RT test in VR can
always be reproduced under the same test conditions, while any deviation from the test
procedure is detected and communicated to the user as an error. Furthermore, with the
option of displaying VR on an external monitor, the investigator has constant control over
the test and insight into the results obtained from the user. The test results are also saved
in a database, which allows for detailed analysis after the test is completed. This makes
it possible to monitor training progress, compare individual athletes, control the correct
performance of the test, correct users, and repeat the test if anomalies are found.

It should also be emphasized that the MMA fighters, despite being right-handed,
achieved better RT results by catching the ruler with their left hand. Although the observed
differences in results were not statistically significant, the trend was repeated in each test. A
study conducted by Jha et al. [63] that examined RDM in a group of non-athletes indicated
that right-handed males scored better when performing the test with their right hand; but
again, these were not statistically significant differences. Singh et al. [65] demonstrated
higher motor conduction velocity in the dominant upper limb, i.e., the right hand in
right-handed people. The faster reaction of the left hand in right-handed MMA fighters
found in our study may be due to the asymmetrical position during fighting. In MMA
fighters, the left hand is extended forward during fighting and plays a major role by
initiating the attack, marking the blows, creating situations convenient for the actions of
the right hand, and, if necessary, counteracting the opponent’s actions. The right hand,
due to its higher strength and reach, is mainly used to deliver finishing blows. Similar
results regarding RT of lower limbs in MMA fighters were obtained in a study by Ignatjeva
et al. [13]. The authors showed small differences (statistically insignificant) in reaction
times between the lead and rear legs during a leg press test performed on the Keizer
pneumatic device (Keizer, Fresno, CA, USA) in MMA fighters of different sports skill
levels. The results of their study may suggest that, like that of the upper limbs, RT of the
lower limbs is affected by asymmetrical fighting positions. However, such conclusions
should be approached with caution, as both our research and that by Ignatjeva et al. [13]
found statistically insignificant correlations. Furthermore, Loturco et al. [66] showed that
professional boxers were statistically significantly faster at delivering left jabs than right
crosses when responding to a visual stimulus. It is likely that after many years of training,
when fighters had performed attacks or counterattacks using jabs more often, a physical
and neuromuscular adaptation developed, thus affecting RT.

There is no doubt that the present study has some limitations. VR is a new environment
for study participants. Individuals may experience discomfort known as cybersickness [67].
Although the athletes did not report worrying symptoms, it is advisable to introduce
the Simulation Sickness Questionnaire (SSQ) in the future to assess the comfort of using
VR [68]. Another limitation is the data transfer latency between the wireless controller
and the HMD. It would be advisable to take this parameter into account when planning
future experiments. In addition, the relatively small number of study participants makes it
necessary to adopt a careful approach to the obtained results.

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, it should be emphasized that the VR environment allows for designing
and conducting valid reaction time tests reliably and objectively using standard testing
procedures, while reducing the effect of human factors on the measurement results. Due
to the innovative nature of our research, it is necessary to undertake similar research to
confirm the potential of the virtual environment in RT diagnosis.
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